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What is remote work and
why does it matter?

As pointA works in the sustainable commuting
space, we believe that remote work can be highly
sustainable because it can mean fewer people
driving alone during rush hour, which reduces
congestion and the associated environmental,
economic, and health and well-being impacts
from the traditional work commute.

However, due to the rise of remote work with the
onset of the pandemic, remote work is seen as:
• 100% virtual work/work from home
• limited to only knowledge workers or those
who work in offices
• temporary until the pandemic is over
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• inferior to in-office work because of the
drawbacks of remote work, such as the lack of
work/life separation, increased demands for
more productivity, and the mental and physical
health impacts because of longer work hours,
fewer opportunities for exercise and movement
and connecting and collaborating with others
• focused solely on people, not processes

Introduction

Remote work is also known as work from home,
telecommuting, teleworking, working off-site,
or in some cases, distributed work. We define
remote work as work that isn’t tied to a specific
geographic location such as an office or site. This
means disconnecting processes and people from
a specific place and allowing for work to be done
from anywhere.

What is remote work and
why does it matter?
 t pointA, we believe that remote work can work
A
for everyone. The key is developing strategies
and implementation plans to help disconnect
processes and people to specific locations and
teaching new skills to help everyone, from senior
management, middle managers, and employees
to learn how to work differently because after
all, remote work is not the same as working in
the office. If we can make remote work work
well, we can truly create a more inclusive
workplace, one that allows people to be just as
productive at home as in the office, where they
can work around their other responsibilities, and
still reap the benefits of working in the office.
More importantly, it means that all businesses,
regardless of industry can move some or all parts
of their business to a remote (usually virtual)
setting. This takes time, testing and intention
but in doing so, it can generate significant cost
savings, increase efficiencies, transparency, and
security, and still ensure you’re delivering great
products and services. Finally, it expands the
talent pool you can tap into and can be important
tool to retain valuable employees.
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Introduction

 s a result of the limitations outlined above,
A
workplaces of all sizes are inclined to go back to
full-time in-office work or don’t want to continue
working remotely. Some are embracing hybrid
work (i.e., a combination of in-office and remote
work) as an interim solution until a full return to
office can be implemented. But it doesn’t to be
this way. 

What is remote work and
why does it matter?
SOME EXAMPLES

In order to reap all the benefits of remote work
and leave behind all of the drawbacks, we need
to re-think:

Yes, we know that if you have a retail location,
you don’t think this is possible. And yet the
pandemic has shown us that this is possible.
Consider these use cases:

• Places: How we can reconfigure, repurpose, or
recycle (i.e., give up) our current space?
•	People: How can we redesign, reskill, or retrain
people to incorporate tasks or processes that
are not tied to a particular place?
•	Processes: How can we reengineer, rethink, or
eliminate processes that are tied to spaces or
require in-person, real time work?

•	Restaurant industry: Ghost kitchens, shared
kitchens, and even restaurants that have
partnered with coworking companies in
Toronto enable for their spaces to be used
differently thereby increasing revenues. 
•	Retail industry: In addition to selling online
including through social media, many retailers
are now cashless, which means no more trips
to the bank. Timecards and scheduling are
all done virtually using apps and other cloud
services, and inventory systems are now tied to
your point-of-sales systems. 
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LET’S IMAGINE…

What is remote work and
why does it matter?
Industries have already begun embracing remote
work slowly but surely. The key to making these
changes is by looking at your people, places,
and processes from the commuting lens: How
can we try to reduce as much movement of
people as possible? Often this requires digital
systems and cloud-based services, but for others
it means reducing the frequency of payments
or processes, such as paying people monthly
instead of twice a month. Small changes over
time can result in massive gains.
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•	Hospitality industry: Many hotels are already
offering contactless check-out systems and
some large chains are offering contactless
check-in and concierge services with the
use of digital interfaces. Alternatively,
jobs traditionally done in the hotel such as
reservations or even concierge services can be
centralized virtually and then deployed to staff
at each individual location.

Guiding principles
 his toolkit is designed with senior and middle
T
managers in mind, as well as entrepreneurs, and
small-and-medium-sized business owners and
operators. We hope this toolkit will help you use
your imagination to see how looking at removing
the commute is a useful lens to see what can be
made remote. Before we jump right in, here are a
few guiding principles:

PROCESSES MUST
FOLLOW PEOPLE

KEEP REFINING TO
GET IT RIGHT

ENGAGE YOUR TEAM

If people are working
remotely, then processes
must follow suit. It is
important to disconnect
people and processes from
the workplace.

Moving towards remote
work is a process that
requires testing and listening
and incorporating feedback
to get right.

Ask your team for feedback
and ideas so that they feel
engaged and involved in the
decision-making process.
Your team is your best asset.

Introduction
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How to use this toolkit
Each of the suggested actions refer to the
sections of the toolkit you should check out
depending on the type of business or industry
you're in or what changes you're looking to make.

Developing a 100% virtual, remote business
from the ground up
Looking to setup hybrid remote work
Keeping your physical workspace but want to
make certain processes remote
In a business that requires primarily in-person
work (e.g., restaurant, retail)

You should develop a
strategy

✅
✅

You should ideate and
test your solution

✅
✅
✅
✅

Wanting to keep working remotely but want
to overcome the challenges of remote work

Need more help?
Visit pointa.ca/remote-work for more information to see how we can help!

You should use the
tools and templates

✅
✅
✅
✅
✅
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You are..

What is strategy and how
is it related to remote work?

The word strategy conjures up different things
for different people. Strategy is often an
intimidating word, one that seems reserved for
Fortune 500 companies or academics. But that’s
not true. Here’s how we define it: strategy sets
your direction and tells you where you’re going.
It lays out enough information so that you know:
(1) where you're going; (2) why you’re doing it;
(3) the resources and systems you have to get
there, so that you can figure out the roadmap to
get there to implement your strategy.

Professor Roger Martin tells us that strategy
is about choices. Not making a choice is also a
choice. For Prof. Martin, strategy is answering a
series of questions that prompt us to answer –
to make a choice. In his book Playing to Win, he
asks five questions that make up a strategy:

1	What is your winning aspiration? 
2	Where will you play?

12

3	How will you win?

Developing Your Strategy

When it comes to remote work, most of us want
tips and tricks – the how – to get remote work
working. But remember the adage that if you
fail to plan, you plan to fail? The same goes for
remote work. Worse, a lack of a clear plan can
result in wasted spending on implementation
that wasn’t aligned with your business’ core
values. Taking the time to plan means developing
a strategy that is connected to your business
values and operations.

4	What capabilities must be in place?
5	What management systems are required?

Building blocks to success
When you have a strategy, it will help you stay
the course even when things change as you
implement your strategy (and trust us, they will!).
But because a strategy isn’t a step-by-step guide
on how to move towards remote work, we’ve
included a number of templates and tools to help
you determine the best way forward once you’ve
developed your strategy. We hope that this
toolkit will be useful to you not only for remote
working, but also in learning how to strategize,
innovate, and pilot - skills and tools you can
apply to other parts of your business.
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Developing Your Strategy

By answering those five questions on one piece
of paper, you’ve laid out your strategy. While the
five questions are primarily focused on external
strategy, such as how to pivot to a new market
or capture a new customer segment, moving to
remote work is often an internal strategy and
therefore we’ve modified the questions in the
Remote work strategy template to help you
create your own strategy.

Remote work strategy
template
Why do you want (hybrid) remote
work? What’s not working right now?
What benefits do you want to reap?
Quantify these costs and benefits.

Each of the five questions below make up your strategy. Once
completed, you will know where you’re heading, why you’re
doing it, how it aligns with your organization, and the resources
and management systems to make this happen. Need some
help?See the next page for resources and an example. 

If (hybrid) remote work was
implemented, what would it look like
for your organization?

What capabilities must be in place? These are resources
(skills, competencies, funding), reinforcing activities, people
(a.k.a. your team), and vendors and partners that can help you
execute.

Adapted from A.G. Lafley & Roger Martin, Playing to Win.

What are your organization’s
core values? We need to align your
(hybrid) remote work with what your
organization cares about.

What management systems are required? What needs to
be in place for this to be executed (e.g., processes, structures,
such as for reporting and accountability, support employees
need).

Remote work strategy template
– example

To quantify
these costs of not
working remotely
or calculate the
benefits of going
remote, use the
following tools: 
Anecdotal evidence
– page 31
Observation
– page 32
Interviews
– page 40
Surveys – page 33
Journey mapping
– page 39
Strategic plan
– page 42
Process mapping
– page 36
Audit – page 41

To identify a potential solution, use
design thinking to help quickly ideate,
test and then identify the possible
solutions. See page 20 for more.

Remote work strategy
template
Why do you want (hybrid) remote
work? What’s not working right now?
What benefits do you want to reap?
Quantify these costs and benefits.
“Our office isn’t working for us anymore”
•	Too small for our board meetings. No
space for client meetings. 
• Was never fully used. 
• Our files were mostly online already.
•	Team spent 35 hours/week using 6
forms of transportation to get to work
(Cost: $240/week).

Each of the five questions below make up your strategy. Once
completed, you will know where you’re heading, why you’re
doing it, how it aligns with your organization, and the resources
and management systems to make this happen. Need some
help? See the next pages for resources and an example.

If (hybrid) remote work was
implemented, what would it look like
for your organization?
•	Work from home is the default.
•	D edicated desk at a coworking space
located near the staff member who used
the office most frequently within our
service area. We meet here once a week
for team meetings. 
•	F iles store online. Event materials kept in
secure storage space
•	Passes for team to use co-working
spaces near their homes.. This allowed
for collaborative work with other team
members. 

What capabilities must be in place? These are resources
(skills, competencies, funding), reinforcing activities, people
(a.k.a. your team), and vendors and partners that can help you
execute.
•	Strategy expertise
•	Sustainable commuting expertise
•	Research to help us determine options
•	Team willing to pilot and test ideas
•	Great team culture
•	Trials for software/passes/solutions

Adapted from A.G. Lafley & Roger Martin, Playing to Win.

What are your organization’s
core values? We need to align your
(hybrid) remote work with what your
organization cares about.
CORE VALUES
ORGANIZATIONAL
•	Sustainability –
VALUES
reducing single
•	M inimize our carbon
occupancy vehicles footprint; maximizing
and congestion
existing systems +
spaces
•	C ost-effective for
clients and larger •	S aves our employees
economy
money or improves
value for money
•	More active living;
lower incidences of •	B etter work/life
disease
balance, more time
on active living

What management systems are required? What needs to
be in place for this to be executed (e.g., processes, structures,
such as for reporting and accountability, support employees
need).
•	Work from home policy
•	B oard approval
•	Sub-letting our space (or cancelling lease)
•	C loud-based financial processes

See page 16 to
learn more about
core values, how
they translate to
your operational
values and why
they matter to
your remote work
strategy.

To learn the
difference between
management
systems and
capabilities, see
page 18.
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Developing Your Strategy

pointA developed this hybrid remote work strategy in
November 2019, using the tools and techniques listed in this
toolkit. Because a strategy is not an implementation plan, it’s
still relevant even during and will be after a global pandemic. 

Core values
mapping

List 3-5 core values below. For your core values,
focus on what this means for your customers and then
transition those to your operational values or what this
means for your employees. 
Impact Area
(optional)
e.g., Environment

WHY DO CORE VALUES MATTER?
•	They explain your business' purpose, impact,
and for many, your competitive advantage.
•	They are the lens through which you and
others see your business.
•	They inform your culture, processes, and
people.
•	Core values are the lens through which you
make choices.

Business/Core value
for your customers
e.g., Sustainability – reducing single
occupancy vehicles and congestion

Operational value
for your employees
e.g., Minimize our carbon footprint;
maximizing existing systems and spaces
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Developing Your Strategy

Core values are what make your business
unique. They tell your customers, employees
and partners what you believe in and they
impact how you make decisions and treat
your customers and employees. They can
be prioritized if needed but at least one core
value underpins every action you make in your
business.

Quantifying the
remote work impact

Core or Operational value
e.g., Saving employees time and
money

Once you’ve identified your core
values (see page 16), use those
to determine where there are pain
points for your current work setup
and then calculate the cost.

Knowing that there is a problem or what isn’t
working doesn’t mean you understand the
impact. What can sometimes feel like small
annoyances can add significant costs – and
impact - on your business.

Pain point
e.g., pointA spends 35 hours/week
commuting

Cost or Impact
e.g., Employees spend $240/week
commuting. For pointA, if the average
hourly rate is $20, that’s $700/week or
$35,000 on commuting.

Unsure what your pain points are? Think about
what brought you to think about remote work. What
isn’t working? Your core values act as categories to
think about what your current operating model may
be costing that can be addressed by remote work.

Add up the costs to determine your annual cost:
Annually, it costs my business $

from not taking advantage of remote work.
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Developing Your Strategy

Determine the cost to your business when you
don’t take advantage of remote work. Likewise,
determine the potential reduction in your
expenses when you do. This helps you build the
business case (a.k.a. your why) for the move to
remote work.

Capabilities and
management systems

Capabilities

Capabilities, on the other hand, are your
resources, such as the skills and competencies
of you and your team and vendors, how much
money you may have, your core values and
competitive advantage – the capabilities you
have to put this remote work strategy into action.
By defining these, you’ll discover where you
have gaps but also understand who can help you
implement your remote work strategy. 
18

Still confused? This table helps explain the
differences between the two.

Management systems

Resources you have (skills, competencies, funds)

What needs to be in place to ensure success of
implementation? Maintenance?

Reinforcing activities to implement the strategy (e.g.,
digitalizing processes)

Who is accountable? Responsible? 

People – your team

What incentives do you have in place for ensuring strategy
implementation success?

Vendors and partners

What support do employees need? 

Developing Your Strategy

It’s important to understand what you have
already in your organization: capabilities and
management systems. Management systems
include not only traditional hierarchies and
power dynamics, but also accountability
structures such as approvals, policies, and
financial systems. These systems, whether
tangible or not, feed into your larger remote
work strategy. These systems may sometimes
need to change based on your strategy but the
key is to identify them first before determining
what changes are required.

What is
design thinking?

But if you want to figure out hybrid remote work
solutions or to figure out solutions that may not
necessarily be as straightforward, this section is
for you.

EMPATHISE

DEFINE

A fast and efficient way to quickly identify and
test solutions is to use design thinking. Design
thinking is a human-centred approach because
after all, while remote work can have many
benefits, ultimately they impact people. Some
organizations use up to nine steps, some only
three in their design thinking process. This
toolkit uses five. As you move from Empathise
through to Test, sometimes you may need to
move back to the other steps, as indicated by the
arrows. You may receive new data that generates
different assumptions that you need to define
before moving forward.

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE

TEST
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You may already know the answer to this
question in your remote work strategy: “If
(hybrid) remote work was implemented, what
would it look like for your organization?” Perhaps
during the pandemic your entire organization
worked remotely and you'd like to continue this.

What is
design thinking?

EMPATHISE

DEFINE

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE

TEST

Understand how
the end user feels

Define the problem
based on results
from emphasise
stage

Generate some
ideas to tackle
your problem

Quickly create
an inexpensive
working version of
one of your ideas

Generate some
ideas to tackle
your problem

Example:
Liza is feeling
very unproductive
working at home.

Most of Liza’s job
is still paper-based
processes. 

We can try:
• Sending Liza the
supplies she needs
(e.g., printer + scanner)
• R
 e-engineering some
processes to make
them virtual. 

Source: Interaction Design Foundation

Started with re-engineering
one process and tested it.
Liza had positive feedback.

Ideating Remote Work Solutions
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Why design thinking
matters
•	For strategy to work, we need to focus
on people. After all, people implement the
strategy and we hope the strategy will be
better for them.
•	Your greatest asset is always going to be
your people.

•	This is a fast way of figuring out the possible
solutions.
•	This is also a great process for your
implementation plan.
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•	Design thinking can be used to address any
problems that affect people, technology, or
processes.

Ideating remote work solutions
template

Use the following template to
complete the design thinking process.
Ideally you will start with Empathise
and move through the process to Test.

Who is the user (person(s) affected) and how do they feel?

EMPATHISE

What is the problem? 

DEFINE

If you have no constraints, what are some possible solutions? 

IDEATE

Prototype one of the solutions. Describe your plan here. 

PROTOTYPE

Is the prototype feasible? Aligns with your business’ core values? Viable?

TEST

Source: Interaction Design Foundation

Ideating remote work solutions
– example
This was pointA’s
design thinking
journey.

Ideating remote work solutions
template

Use the following template to
complete the design thinking
process. Ideally you will start with
Empathise and move your way
down and through the process.

Who is the user (person(s) affected) and how do they feel?

We gathered anecdotal evidence that employees felt their commutes were too long, especially
with the number of forms of transportation they took.

What is the problem?

DEFINE

After looking at how frequently the office is used, calculating the cost and time for commuting,
and how much we spent on overhead, it was determined that we were not use our office in a way
that aligned with our core values

IDEATE

1) Work from home entirely – 100% virtual organization
2) Co-working space – full office, rest of files and materials stored off-site in a secure storage unit
3) Process digitalization – keep existing space but move files online.

If you have no constraints, what are some possible solutions?

Prototype one of the solutions. Describe your plan here.

See page 34
to learn more
about how to
design your own
communications
workshop.

PROTOTYPE

Round 1: Conducted research to understand the various options and how they align with testing
criteria.
Round 2: Combined results of the communications workshop.
Is the prototype feasible? Aligns with your business’ core values? Viable?

TEST

Round 1: Alignment with criteria
Work from home entirely – Yes to feasible, core values, and viable
Co-working space – aligned with core values, yes to feasible but full office was not viable (too expensive)
Process digitalization – Unsured about core value alignment, yes to viable and feasible
Round 2: Communications workshop

Source: Interaction Design Foundation
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EMPATHISE

Prototyping

In the case of remote work, prototypes may
look like:
•	A trial, such as a trial of a new cloud-based
service to help make a process remote or
virtual.
•	Re-engineered process: The design of a new
or revised process that you’ll try out over a
period of time.
•	Reconfiguring a space to optimize its use

Regardless of what it is, prototypes should be:

1	Quick and easy to implement
2	Preferably cheap or at a low cost
3	Time bound so that you can test it and get
feedback

The key is to develop a small enough prototype
to test, be refined, and then scaled up for full
implementation.
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Prototyping involves the development of
something tangible based on your ideas,
something that you can use to test and refine
your solutions. Because the design thinking
process is meant to be fast and inexpensive,
whatever your prototype is isn’t meant to
be your final solution. More often than not,
you’ll need to test your prototype to see if it’s
working, how well, and how to refine it before
going forward with full implementation.

Prototyping

Depending on your remote work strategy, you
may have to ideate and then prototype multiple
things, often at once. In order to keep track of
everything, it’s important to write down your
process, outline your testing criteria, and keep
the prototypes and tests small enough.
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In some cases, you may want to try out an
entirely new process. For example, at pointA,
when we started to test out proximate
commuting or working out of co-working spaces
near our homes, our Office Manager first signed
up for a trial of the service we were looking
to use and went to a few locations near her
house. She answered some key questions that
we decided on ahead of time during the testing
phase and when she came back with positive
feedback to all of the questions, we then had
another person try out the trial. The trial was our
no-cost prototype that we could test.

Testing solutions

WHAT IF THE SOLUTION OR
PROTOTYPE FAILS THE TEST?

This is your
sweet spot. Keep
only options that
fall here.

VALUES

Does the solution/
prototype align with
your core values?

VIABLE

Does the solution/
prototype make business
sense?
(e.g., can you afford it?)

Not all solutions or prototypes will pass all three
tests. However, you may still want to keep the
solution. This is where you can go back and
refine your solution to meet the sweet spot. 
Once you’ve done this, test it again to see if it
meets all three criteria.

FEASIBLE

Can the solution/
prototype actually
work or is it unrealistic?

Adapted from IDEO.org, Field Guide to Human-Centered Design, 2015. 
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You should have come up with a few possible
solutions (ideation) to address your defined
problem. Now you’re ready to test. You can
use your own criteria for testing whether the
prototype or solution works, or you can use what
we’re proposing here. You may want to test a
solution before prototyping or piloting it, or do
this afterwards.

Implementation

Even as you’re implementing your strategy, the
design thinking process should continue to be an
active part of your implementation process. At
pointA, we believe in continuous improvement,
or continuous innovation, to constantly improve
processes as we improve our own capabilities, as

we develop better management systems, and as
circumstances change. Continuous improvement
embraces the learner’s mindset so that we
make small changes over time. Design thinking
helps by providing a framework for continuous
improvement that can be done quickly with
few resources.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THOSE
TOOLS, TIPS AND TRICKS?
Most of the people we speak to about remote
work strategy are looking for the list of tech
tools and resources to implement. There are
many lists out there that are updated regularly
and it’s why we don’t provide a list in this toolkit.
We could curate a really great list for you but
that doesn’t make them relevant or strategic
to your organization. It might seem easy to just
implement a curated list of technologies and
tools but in the end, if it’s not part of a strategy,
it becomes useless and frankly, expensive.
Figuring out which tools and technologies you
want to use is part of the strategy development
process, but it doesn’t precede it.
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Most of the time, we want to just jump to this
step. Action is always exciting. But unfortunately,
the failure of developing a clear strategy before
implementation will not only lead to headache
and confusion, but also costly mistakes. While
a strategy isn’t foolproof, for those of you
who were plummeted headfirst into the 2+
year “pilot” of remote working known as the
pandemic probably have an idea of how difficult
this sudden adjustment was. Therefore, we
recommend developing your strategy, refining
it using the design thinking process, and then
implementing when you finally have enough
information to be confident in your strategy.
When you're implementing, you’ll spend money
on the vendors, processes, services that you’ve
tested and are confident will work. This is where
full-scale implementation can occur across an
organization.

Choosing the tools
to use
Choosing the tool that works for you depends
on your circumstances: the amount of time you
have to develop the tool and then amount of the
effort required to setup. Some of these tools can
also be combined and you can use a selection
of these tools in different ways. (Note that all
tools are subject to biases so it’s important to
recognize these.)

Good for:
Many people (100+)
Few people (<100)
Any number of people

Strategic plan
Communications
workshop
Effort
Surveys
Anecdotal
evidence

🔽

🔼

Observation

✅

✅

Interviews

Journey mapping

✅

Process mapping

✅

Time

🔽

Audit

✅

✅
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Tools

🔼
🔽
✅

Anecdotal Evidence
What you hear as off-handed comments
gathered from employees and/or vendors (e.g.,
“Late again because my partner had to use the
car this morning”).
Great for: Getting a quick pulse on how things
are going.
Not great for: Accurately capturing the
experiences of all individuals. 
Time/effort: Super fast but may need to be
validated with other methods.
Design Thinking phases:

EMPATHISE

TEST

DEFINE

Tools
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Observation
Scanning to see what is going on.
Great for: When you have a clear idea of what
you’re looking for.
Not great for: Longer term, accurate
representation of what’s going on. 
Time/effort: Low.
32
EMPATHISE

TEST

Tools

Design Thinking phases:

Surveys
Captures answers to questions. Can be short
and simple or more complicated (with skip logic,
randomization, uploading of information). 

Not great for: Capturing detailed information
that may be very individualized.
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Time/effort: Takes effort to setup and may
require time for analysis of results.

Tools

Great for: Capturing the same information
across large groups, especially if it needs to be
anonymized.

Design Thinking phases:

EMPATHISE

TEST

Communications workshop
These facilitated and organized workshops help
you generate ideas or gather feedback quickly
to ideate or revise your solutions. This is a very
important step to get buy-in from employees.
You may only have enough time to go through
this process once or you can do it a few times as
you revise the solutions further.

Design Thinking phases:

EMPATHISE

TEST

1
SET UP THE
CONVERSATION
(CONTEXT)

REFINE THE
SOLUTION

2
ASK
OPEN-ENDED
QUESTIONS

4

3

SUMMARIZE THE
FINDINGS + ASK FOR
CONFIRMATION

GIVE TIME FOR
REFLECTION +
THOUGHT

Tools

5
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Communications workshop
Be clear about the goals of the
workshop, which will help you determine
who should be there, the length of time,
and format. Share the goals ahead of the
meeting with an agenda.

1
SET UP THE
CONVERSATION
(CONTEXT)

5
REFINE THE
SOLUTION

As answers are given,
don’t judge or respond to
them. You can use post-it
notes to jot down answers
and move them around to
connect themes and ideas.
Then summarize the results
with everyone, asking for
confirmation and if there
are any new answers.

2
ASK
OPEN-ENDED
QUESTIONS

4

3

SUMMARIZE THE
FINDINGS + ASK FOR
CONFIRMATION

GIVE TIME FOR
REFLECTION +
THOUGHT

Have a
facilitator who is
not a traditional
authority figure but
understands the
goals well to lead
the discussion.

You can use some of
the tools in this toolkit to
help generate ideas, give
feedback, and answer the
questions.
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Tools

Based on the answers,
refine the solution or ideas.
You can do this on the spot
or take it away and then
restart the process.

Process mapping

Great for: both processes that involve people,
products and services, as well as data. You can
create process maps on paper, in Microsoft
Powerpoint or Visio, Google Slides or other free
online services.
To understand what processes can be made
remote, write out an entire process and then
identify what’s currently done in-office or on
paper, and then identify what can be moved
online or made digital (or whatever your
definition of remote work is.)

STEP 1

STEP 2

EMPATHISE

PROTOTYPE

STEP 4

STEP 2
STEP 1
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STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 3

STEP 3

Design Thinking phases:

STEP 3

Tools

Process mapping shows the individual steps for
any business process from start to finish. We
often assume we already know how things are
done but listing the steps out helps identify who
is responsible for each step, any redundancies,
how long a step takes, and where innovations
can occur.

Process mapping
– example

 lways consider calculating the costs and
A
benefits of moving to remote services.

Send timesheets to
accountant

Day 1

Remittance cheque
printed and signed

Cheques are
distributed

Day 8

Day 7

Remittance cheque
deposited at bank
Remittance cheque
photocopied +
stub filled out

Days
9-11

Day
12

Accountant enters
everything into
Quickbooks

Day 2

Cheques are
photocopied +
filed + recorded

Day 6

Remittance cheque +
stub filed + recorded

Day
12

Cheques are
printed

Day 2
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Cheques are
signed off

Days
3-5

Tools

The example on the right is pointA’s payroll
process, none of which was done remotely
except for step 1. pointA spent a few years
moving from paying people with a physical
cheque to using an online digital payroll
services. 

Process mapping
– example
These are the changes pointA made over
time to slowly make changes towards an
entirely remote process that reduced the
payroll time from twelve days to less than
one day:

Payroll information
integrated into electronic
payment service

Enter timesheet into
online payroll service

E

 eplaced physical cheques with
R
direct deposit by introducing
an electronic payment service.
Approvals are done electronically.

Day 1

A
Day 2

Day 2
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B Added CRA remittances to the
electronic payment service.

			
C Moved from semi-monthly to
monthly pay cheques.

			
D Migrated from desktop to cloud/
online accounting software.

			
Moved to online payroll service
E

B
Day 8
Remittances
are made with
electronic
payment
service

Days
9-11

C

D

A

Day 7

Day 6

Days
3-5

Payroll is
directly
deposited
monthly

Reports are
downloaded and
uploaded to online
accounting service

Payroll
approvals
are done
electronically

Day
12

Day
12

B

Remittance cheque +
stub filed + recorded

Tools

			
A

pointA’s new payroll process

Journey mapping

FLOOR PLAN
Observation: 90% of all customers
only visit the right side displays.
Opportunities: Change displays or
flow to increase monetization or use
left side for digital displays to promote
online store

Similar to other tools, it helps you identify where
there could be opportunities for spaces to be
used more efficiently and effectively, or where
there are opportunities for growth or change.
Design Thinking phases:

Walk the dog.
Make and eat Take bus
breakfast.
to work.
Wake up.

Arrive at
the office.

Cold call

EMPATHISE

PROTOTYPE

Sale

Bike to
bus station.

EMPLOYEE JOURNEY
FROM HOME TO WORK

CUSTOMER SALES
JOURNEY

Observation: Not enough time to
complete morning tasks before
morning commute, causing this
employee to be late for work every
day.

Observation: Many of the sales steps
requires in-office printing of materials.

Opportunities: Offer remote work
options especially for busy mornings.
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Tools

HIER

DISPLAY DISPLAY

CAS

DISPLAY

DISPLAY

Journey maps visualize processes to understand
how the user experiences them, such as how
customers move through a retail space, how
employees get to/from work, or how a user or
customer interacts with your website.

Opportunities: Send digital materials
to customers or send printed copies
directly to sales person's home to
reduce office trips.

Interviews
One-on-one discussions with employees and/or
vendors.
Great for: Qualitative information gathering or
feedback.

Time/effort: High for both. Need to also spend
time analyzing the key trends and themes
afterwards.
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Design Thinking phases:

Tools

Not great for: Sensitive or private information.

EMPATHISE

TEST

Audit

WORKSPACE CHECKLIST
Go through each room and identify:
Items you use regularly (e.g., daily, weekly)
Items that can be digitalized (e.g., files)
	Items that can be stored offsite (e.g., storage
unit, basement storage)
Items you can donate, recycle, or repurpose
Spaces you use regularly
Spaces you don't ever use or rarely

From here, you can start to calculate the potential
impact of going remote and determining whether
you can reduce your space or optimize for better
uses. This can be as minimal as digitalizing
certain processes, or as transformative as giving
up your space entirely and going 100% remote.
Design Thinking phases:

EMPATHISE

TEST
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FINANCIAL OVERHEAD
CHECKLIST
Determine the cost of: 
Lease or property taxes for workspace
Utilities
Property management fees
Supplies to maintain workspace
	Portion of employees’ time that is used for office
upkeep for a year or month

Tools

An audit is an inspection. In the case of remote
work, you may want to go through your work
space to understand how much inventory you
have, how much of it is used, how many things
can be archived and stored elsewhere, etc. You
may also want to calculate your overhead costs
(e.g., lease, insurance, supplies, maintenance,
internet, employee cost to upkeep the space).

Strategic Plan
Company wide plan that outlines where it’s
going in the near future (typically in the next
3-5 years). 

Not great for: When you need detailed
information/feedback as this is a general
document.
Time/effort: Very high. These can take a long
time to develop but can integrate employees’
and/or vendor views.
Design Thinking phases:

IDEATE

PROTOTYPE
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Tools

Great for: Remote work can be integrated into
the strategic plan. Alternatively, strategic plans
can be used as a starting point for remote work
options as these plans outline the organization’s
vision, mission, core values, and short-and
medium-term goals.

Final Word

Remote work may seem hard or out of reach,
especially because we’ve had to embrace it
during a global pandemic when resources were
limited, and we had no time to prepare. But
remember that, remote work isn’t the same as
on-site work and therefore, making sure it works
– and it can – requires a clear strategy.

As you get better at developing strategy, the
process will go much faster. You’ll still end up
with a 1-2 page strategy that can be shared
with your team but hopefully you’ll be always be
aware of the five sections of the strategy and put
those together much faster next time. Strategy,
like all skills, gets better over time with practice.
Happy strategizing!
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Final Word

Our hope is that this toolkit will not only help you
develop a remote work strategy but also give
you a taste of the really great tools that exist
to help your business grow outside of remote
work, whether that’s how to develop a strategy,
design thinking, or the tools and templates we’ve
shared. We hope you can come back to them
as you think about your next strategy, because
that process is never just for one part of your
business, it’s for every part.

For more information and how we can help you,
visit pointa.ca/remote-work.
Follow us: Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook
Version 1 – released March 2022

